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FCL Background 

 Wholesaler for over 300 retail Co-operatives 

with over 1,000,000 retail members. 

 Distribution warehouses in Winnipeg, 

Saskatoon, Calgary and Edmonton. 

 7 Feed plants in Saskatchewan and Alberta. 

 130,000 bbl/day Heavy Oil Upgrader and 

Refinery Complex in Regina 



SAS at FCL 

 FCL’s has been using SAS since the early 

1980’s 

 

 Currently use SAS for: 

 Reporting 

 Data manipulation and preparation 

 Data warehouse 

 Statistical analysis 



From here…. 



….To Here (700+) 



Petroleum distribution planning 

 FCL uses a linear program (LP) to optimize 

petroleum distributions. 

 We have a number of ‘exchange agreements’ 

with different partner companies throughout 

western Canada. 

 The goal of the LP is to find the most 

economical plan to meet required distribution 

volumes, given: 

  1.exchange costs  

  2.volume limits at each supply point.  



Petroleum distribution planning 

(example) 

 Consider a petroleum site in Medicine Hat. 

 Costs 3.5 c/L to ship there from Regina. 

 Costs 1.5 c/L to ship there from Calgary, but 

Calgary supply source incurs a 1.0 c/L additional 

‘exchange differential’ surcharge.   

 Total cost = 2.5 c/L from Calgary. 

 

 Ideally, we would supply this account from 

Calgary (if there is supply available). 



Petroleum Distribution Map 

 Goal of the map is to visually display the 

distribution plan. 

 Main benefits: 

 1. Identify any potential mistakes in the planning 

system (ie. Supplying an Alberta account from 

Winnipeg) 

 2. Visualize the edges of each supply point 

shipping ‘orbit’. 

 3. Visualize the effect that existing exchange 

contract limits are imposing on our distribution. 



The Map 

 

 Maps are generated automatically during 

each distribution LP run: 

 SAS program is called from Excel Visual Basic, 

via SAS Integration Technologies. 

 PDF file is automatically regenerated. 

 



Required data: 

 Data is split into three logical groups: 

 SAS Maps – by province. 

 Supply point cities. 

 Plot points, color driven by source location. 

 

 Other data considerations: 

 Split supply – which point to plot? 



Proc Gmap 

 

Proc GMap  

 Map=FinalMap Data=Fake ;   

   Where Province in ('99' '35' '46' '47' '48' '59' '60' '61') ;  

   Id province ;                                                          

    Choro number / discrete  

           nolegend  

           Annotate = OptimalSrceAll                  

                         coutline=black ;                                        

Run ;   



SAS Mapping Elements 

 Proc Gmap statement 

 Map= 

 Data= 

 ID= 

 Annotate= 

 Other mapping considerations 

 Radians vs. Degrees 

 Proc Gproject 



Proc Gmap 

 

Proc GMap  

 Map=FinalMap Data=Fake ;   

   Where Province in ('99' '35' '46' '47' '48' '59' '60' '61') ;  

   Id province ;                                                          

    Choro number / discrete  

           nolegend  

           Annotate = OptimalSrceAll                  

                         coutline=black ;                                        

Run ;   



Map=  

 

 Specifies the map dataset. 

 Is the map outline only. 

 Expected variable names: 

 ‘X’ and ‘Y’ 

 Variable defining different map areas (Province) 



Map=  



Proc Gmap 

 

Proc GMap  

 Map=FinalMap Data=Fake ;   

   Where Province in ('99' '35' '46' '47' '48' '59' '60' '61') ;  

   Id province ;                                                          

    Choro number / discrete  

           nolegend  

           Annotate = OptimalSrceAll                  

                         coutline=black ;                                        

Run ;   



Data=  

 Specifies the ‘response’ data set 

 Data points correspond to the map objects 

included in the Map= dataset (in this case 

provinces). 

 Only the map areas with response values are 

shown on the map. 

 Contains any data that correlates directly with 

each map group 



Data=       …continued  



Data=       …continued  

 My SAS code for the response dataset: 

 

* Build fake data required for the response dataset (by Prov); 

 Data Fake ;                                                              

  length province $ 2 ;     

  input province $char2. ;    

  number=1 ;  

  cards ;                                                                

  35 46 47 48 59 60 61 ;                                                           

 Run ;  



Data=       …continued  



Proc Gmap 

 

Proc GMap  

 Map=FinalMap Data=Fake ;   

   Where Province in ('99' '35' '46' '47' '48' '59' '60' '61') ;  

   Id province ;                                                          

    Choro number / discrete  

           nolegend  

           Annotate = OptimalSrceAll                  

                         coutline=black ;                                        

Run ;   



ID=  

 Identifies the variable(s) that define map 

areas 

 

 Every variable listed in the ID statement 

must appear in both the Map= and Data= 

data sets. 



Proc Gmap 

 

Proc GMap  

 Map=FinalMap Data=Fake ;   

   Where Province in ('99' '35' '46' '47' '48' '59' '60' '61') ;  

   Id province ;                                                          

    Choro number / discrete  

           nolegend  

           Annotate = OptimalSrceAll                  

                         coutline=black ;                                        

Run ;   



Annotate=  

 This is the dataset that holds any additional 

information to be plotted on the map. 

 In my case: 

 Cities 

 Distribution points 

 This dataset contains information about how 

to plot each point: 

 Symbols 

 Colors 

 Labels / Label position 



Annotate=      ….continued. 

 In this case, really just plotting labels: 

 function=label ; 

 For distribution end-points, text=‘*’ 

 For supply points, text=‘City name’ 

 Other variables: 

 Position=  where to place the label relative to the 

x/y co-ordinate. 

 Size= 

 Style= 

 Color= 



Annotate=       …continued.  



Other considerations 

 Radians vs. Degrees 

 SAS map data sets are in radians 

 Must convert latitude/longitude from degrees to 

radians: 

   

*Convert to radians ; 

   d2r = atan(1) / 45 ;                                                                        

   x = d2r * (lond + lonm / 60 ) ;                          

   y = d2r * (latd + latm / 60 ) ;  



Other considerations 

 Proc Gproject 

 Converts ‘spherical’ coordinates onto a two 

dimensional plane so they can be properly 

plotted by Proc Gplot. 

 SAS map data sets and latitude/longitude 

coordinates must be projected – they will not 

plot properly in raw form: 

 

Proc Gproject Data=Combined Out=CombinedProj ;                                     

  Id Province RecType ;                                                          

Run ; 



Questions? 

? 


